El Ejercito y la Armada en 1808 (UNIFORMS OF THE SPANISH ARMY AND NAVY 1808)
Bueno, Jose. 1 only 150p. near fine hbk but faded spine 60+ plates, each with multiple uniforms and flags £120.00

Suchet's MEMOIRS OF THE WAR IN SPAIN 2)
360p. covers the Peninsular war to the invasion of France up to the end 1814. Facsimile of 1829 English edition. PARTIZAN PRESS CLASSIC SERIES £27.50

Suchet's MEMOIRS OF THE WAR IN SPAIN 1)
360p. covers the Peninsular war to end of 1810. Facsimile of 1829 English edition. PARTIZAN PRESS CLASSIC SERIES £27.50

ADVENTURES OF A LIGHT DRAGOON IN THE NAPOLEONIC WARS
Farquhar, G & Gleig, G. 230p. 11th Dragoons. Served in the peninsula & Waterloo campaigns and then in india £8.99

ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG RIFLEMAN: The experiences of a Saxon in the French & British armies during the Napoleonic wars
Maempel, J.C mint pbk reprint A Highly entertaining account of Johan Christian maempel of army life on both sides of the same conflict. £11.50

ALBUERA - Wellington's Fourth Peninsular Campaign 1841
Edwards, Peter Paperback 252 Pages £9.50

ALBUERA 1811: Glorious Field of Grief
Bayon, J Wars & battles series 30 94p., SPANISH TEXT. v well ill inc maps, uniform plates; orbats etc. The subtitle quote if from Byron £14.99

ALBUERA 1811: The Bloodiest battle of the peninsular war
Dempsey, G. 320p. Extensive use of non-English diaries & accounts to produce an in depth study £23.50

ALBUERA: Wellington's Fourth Peninsular Campaign

ALL FOR THE KING'S SHILLING: The British Soldier Under Wellington, 1808-1814
Coss, E. 374p. mint hbk Superb and very well reviewed study of the type of man who made up the British army and how and why they formed a battle cohesiveness apparently lacking in the veteran French Troops £28.50

- 214p. High quality facsimile on laid paper with marbled paper binding 1807 edition ONE ONLY £25.00

Annals of the King OS Royal Rifle Corps: Vol 2 O the Green Jacket O1803-1830: Green Jacket 1803-1830 v. 2
Butler. 1923. 348 pages. A few bl. and w. maps. Cond. New. Mint. £18.70

AU GALLOP! Horses and Riders of Napoleon & 1803-1815
Dawson 240p. pbk. Making extensive use of primary sources, especially archive material, this study presents, for the first time, the way in which Napoleon obtained horses for his army, the way they were fed, and crucially how the men and horses were trained. £24.95

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OR NARRATIVE OF A SOLDIER OF THE 45th Regiment
Brown, William. 322p mint pbk reprint (bux). Brown was a Scot. He served in the Peninsular & southern France with the 45th, which became the NOtts regiment and then the Sherwood Forester £39.50

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OR NARRATIVE OF A SOLDIER: THE PENINSULAR WAR MEMOIRS OF WILLIAM BROWN OF THE 45th FOOT REGIMENT
Brown 190p. pbk. he served at Busaco, Ciudad Rodrigo, Badajoz, Salamanca, Madrid, Vittoria, Orthez, and Toulouse, and his descriptions of these actions provide worthy additions to our knowledge of these great battles. £14.50

BARRÓSA, Battle of 1811
Grehan, John 200p. mint hardback. excellent campaign & Battle account £17.50

BARRÓSA- see CHICLANA
- £0.00

BATTLE OF ALBUERA 1811
Oliver, M & Partridge. R 200p. MINT HBK ill The carnage of Albuera in unprecedented detail. plus a lucid account of the circumstances and the conflicting allied and French strategies that gave rise to this awful confrontation. £18.99

BLOODY ALBUERA 1811 Campaign
Fletcher. LF well ill inc colour by G Embleton (Silver series) £32.50

BOOTS AND SADDLES! Horses and Riders of Wellington's Army
Establishing who they were and how they were trained and clothed. £24.95

CAMPANY OF 1815: Ligny Quatre Bras and Waterloo
Morris, W. 260p reprint of 1899 ed. Classic campaign account £19.50

CAMPANY OF 1815: Ligny Quatre Bras and Waterloo
- A4 POD pbk reprint of a staff college thesis. £14.50

CAMPANY WITH THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON & FEATHERSTONE
Featherstone, donald Hardback 352 Pages Mint sealed condition £39.50

CARNETS DE WATERLOO 15) QUATRE BRAS 3) La soirée du 16 juin à l'aile gauche française
Fusilier. 1923. 348 pages. A few bl. and w. maps. Cond. New. Mint. £18.70

CHARGING AGAINST NAPOLEON
Hunt 224p. Diaries & letters of three officers in the 18th Hussars. Peninsular & Waterloo £19.95

CHARGING AGAINST NAPOLEON
Hunt 224p. Diaries & letters of three officers in the 18th Hussars. Peninsular & Waterloo £19.95

CHARGING AGAINST NAPOLEON - The French Cavalry in the Peninsular War 1807-1814
Burnham, Robert HARDBACK - SPECIAL OFFER FEW ONLY 380 pages. £13.50

CHARGING AGAINST NAPOLEON - The French Cavalry in the Peninsular War 1807-1814
Burnham, R 380p. hardback. Detailed look at orbats; commanders: actions £36.50

CHARGING AGAINST NAPOLEON: FRENCH CAVALRY IN THE PENINSULAR WAR
Burnham 380p. mint hardback SPECIAL OFFER £12.50

CHICLANA 1811 (BARRÓSA) - The Defense of Cadiz
- 80p. v well ill inc colour SPANISH TEXT FEW ONLY £30.00

CHICLANA- BARRÓSA: The Eagle in Andalusia 1811
Pleauville 112p 80+ illus, many colour. £20.00
FROM CORUNNA TO WATERLOO: Letters & Journals of TWO NAPOLEONIC HUSSARS 1801-1816
Glover, G 15th (King's Own) Hussars. 280p MINT HBK. from Luddite riots through the Penninsual, into France and then Waterloo £22.50

FUENTES DE ONORO
Osprey campaign 99 £13.99

FUENTES DE ONORO 1811 - Wellontone's liberation of Portugal
Chartrand, Rene Hardback 96 pages. Mint Condition Colour & b/w Photos £15.00

FUENTOS DE ONORO, Battle of
Oman Sir C 26p maps. pbk £4.99

GALLANTRY AND DISCIPLINE : THE 12th LIGHT DRAGOONS AT WAR WITH WELLINGTON
Bamford, A 310p. mint hbk. Excellent account of a British Regiment on campaign in the Peninsula and at Waterloo. Based on the letterbooks of tech colonel £27.50

GALLOPING AT EVERYTHING: British cavalry in the Peninsula
Fletcher. 200p. ill. PAPERBACK £14.99

GENERAL CRAUFURD AND HIS LIGHT DIVISION
Craufurd, Alexander H. Paperback. 296 pages. New. "With many anecdotes, a paper and letters from Sir John Moore and also letters from... the Duke of Wellington... and others". £9.00

GODOY'S ARMY: Spanish Regiments and Uniforms from the Estado Militar of 1800
Esdale, Charles &amp; Perry, Alan - £22.00

GUARDS OFFICER IN THE PENINSULA
Robertson, Officer in Coldstream Guards, these previously unpublished letters were written during the campaign. £15.95

GUERILLAS 1808-1814
Mas, M 52p. inc col ill of Spanish Napoleonic uniforms. MINT PBK £13.50

HAMILTON’s CAMPAIGN WITH MOORE & WELLINGTON
Stg Hamilton, 43rd & then OLI. 160p. £18.99

HANOVERIAN ARMY OF THE NAPOLEONIC WARS
MMA 206 OUT OF PRINT EXCELLENT CONDITION £13.00

HAWK AT WAR: The Peninsular Reminiscences Of General Sir Thomas Brotherton, CB
Perrett, B MINT HBK. 90p. ill MINT HBK He served in the 14th Light Dragoons. His actions influenced Conan Doyle £15.00

HELLISH BUSINESS: THE LETTERS OF CAPTAIN CHARLES KINLOCH 52ND LIGHT INFANTRY 1806-16
Kinloch, Capt C 240p. well ill (inc col). Peninsula; Walcheren, France & Waterloo memoirs. £22.50

HIGHLAND FURIES : THE BLACK WATCH 1759-1899

HISTORICAL ATLAS OF THE NAPOLEONIC ERA
Konstam, angus Hardback 192 pages Mint Condition Colour Illusts. £23.50

HISTORISCHE UNIFORMEN NAPOLEON VOLUME 1) French Line, British, Prussian & Spanish Troops
Funcken GERMAN EDITION. 156p. 70 full colour plates, Near mint Hardback. No jacket as published. £12.50

HISTORY OF THE FIFTH (PRINCESS CHARLOTTE OF WALES') DRAGOON GUARDS: VOLUMES I & II
Pomerey, Maj 5th Dragoon Guards had notched up a long roll call of battle honours, beginning with the great victories of the Duke of Marlborough in the War of the Spanish Succession: Blenheim, Ramillies, Oudenarde, and Malplaquet. The Guards played their part in the Peninsular War, fighting in Wellington’s great victory over Marshal Soult at Salamanca, and also fought under the Duke at Waterloo. In the Crimean War, the Guards formed part of General Scarlett’s Heavy Brigade, charging at the battle of Balaklava. They fought in the Boer War, and in the Great War were present in both the opening and closing phases when calvary were able to play a role in open warfare - at Nery in 1914 and Harbonnieres in 1918. Illustrated with many maps and coloured and halftone plates, and accompanied by a second volume detailing officers rolls MINT PBK. REPRINT 600+ ill 16 col plates £47.50

History of the Peninsular War
6 volume Complete Set Oman, Sir Charles - greenhill books hard back set near mint. 1 only £245.00

HISTORY OF THE PENINSULA AND THE SOUTH OF FRANCE (I) 1)
Napier, W NEAR MINT Hardback. Gold Jacket edition £48.00

HISTORY OF THE PENINSULA AND THE SOUTH OF FRANCE (II) 2)
Napier, W MINT HARDBACK IN SHRINK WRAP. Gold jacket £12.50

HUSSAR
Landsheer, N & Gleig. Facsimile. 1837 edn., 2 vols., 305 & 308p. 20th Light Dragoons in the Peninsula HBK £60.00

HUSSAR
Gleig. G 2 volume hardback limited edition Ken Trotman reprint of 1837 edition . Narrative based on account of a german hussar in the British army Served in the West Indies, South America and the Peninsular £50.00

HUSSAR IN WINTER: A British cavalry officer during the retreat to Corunna
Gay, MINT pbk. Brian Fawcett 1811-1812. The black Watch with the Peninsular War against Napoleon's French Army from the saddle of a light cavalry mount. His was a campaign of patrols and piquets, scouting and skirmishing. Caught up in the gruelling winter campaign that was the retreat to Corunna where the pressures of the constantly persuing French were made worse by the privations of short rations , appalling weather and difficult terrain, Gordon tells a story of fighting withdrawal, but never of defeat £8.99

IBERIAN AND WATERLOO CAMPAIGNS. The Letters of Lt James Hope(92nd (Highland) Regiment) 1811-1815
Hope Lt James 280p. Letters of Lt in 92nd Highland regt. PBK £9.50

IBERIAN LEECH : Napoleon's Counter-insurgency Operations in the Peninsula, 1807-1810
Kinloch, Cpt C 240p. well ill (inc col). Peninsula; Walcheren, France & Waterloo memoirs. £22.50

IBERIAN & WATERLOO CAMPAIGNS. The Letters of Lt James Hope(92nd (Highland) Regiment) 1811-1815
Hope Lt James 280p. Letters of Lt in 92nd Highland regt. PBK £9.50

IBERIAN LEECH : Napoleon's Counter-insurgency Operations in the Peninsula, 1807-1810
Reeves 100p large format POD pkb reprint of a staff college thesis. £15.00

IN THE PENINSULA WITH A FRENCH HUSSAR
Rocca de Rocca served from 1808-1810 in Spain. £19.50

IN THE SERVICE OF THE KING: Letters of William Thornton Keep 1800-1814
Fletcher. ill £18.99

INSIDE WELLINGTON's PENINSULAR ARMY
Murdoch, E 250p. ill. Account of it's structure & organisation. MINT HBK £22.50

ITALIANS IN SPANISH SERVICE 1700-1820  (Italiani al Servizio di Spagna)

JOMINI, CLAUSEWITZ, SCHLIEFFEN
United state military academy 100p MINT REPRINT. Study of Strategy. Napoleonic Warfare through the writings of Jomini and Clausewitz. Schliffen - the Franco-Prussian War and German war plans for WWI £12.50

JOURNAL OF SERGEANT DAVID ROBERTSON: 92nd HIGHLANDERS IN EGYPT, DENMARK, THE PENINSULA AND BELGIUM, 1795-1818
Robertson & Glover 208pp., well illus., maps, printed boards. 2018. Highly prized of Napoleonic memoirs. Only two copies are listed in British collections. A very limited edition was produced by Maggs Brothers in 1982 but for this new edition Garnet has worked from the copy in the National Library of Scotland. Robertson joined the 92nd Gordon Highlanders in 1800 and served with them until 1818. David served with the regiment in Egypt, the Corunna campaign,
Copenhagen, Walcheren, the Peninsula, Southern France and the Waterloo campaign. He was wounded twice, in Egypt and at Quatre Bras. £20.00

**JOURNAL OF SIEGES, BY THE ARMY UNDER WELLINGTON IN SPAIN 1811-1814**

Jones, Major-Gen. 3 volume pbk Reprint £42.50

**KEY TO LISBON, THE THIRD FRENCH INVASION OF PORTUGAL, 1810-11**

White, K 260p. hardback ilus. This study details the preparation, planning and execution of the invasion of Portugal in 1810 by the French Armee de Portugal under Marshal Massena, and the defensive measures taken by the British and their Portuguese and Spanish allies £25.00

**KING’S GERMAN LEGION 1803-1816 : Records & Research 1)**

Davis, G 85p. large format. Well illus. Fascinating selection of articles about the Legion in Britain and on campaign. £12.50

**KING’S GERMAN LEGION : Records & Research 2)**

Davis, G 100p large format. Well illus £12.50

**LA CORONGNE : les aigles en galice : CORUNNA CAMPAIGN 1809**

Pleineville 1 only near fine 620p. Very large format hardback printed on art paper. FRENCH TEXT. Illustrations on every page, nearly all colour. Large numbers of uniform illus by Rocco, Courcelle, Bob Marion etc. The best single study of the campaign £129.50

**LA GARDE IMPERIALE 1804-1815**

Fallou 380p. Very large tome. 1 only Classic study of the Guard. 470 line drawings FRENCH text near mint 1975 Reprint of 1901 edition. £119.50

**LADY DE LANCY AT WATERLOO**

Miller, 210p. ill maps. Based on original narrative. She also served in the Peninsula. £18.99

**LADY DE LANCY AT WATERLOO**

Miller, 210p. ill maps. Based on original narrative. She also served in the Peninsula. £18.99

**LEAVES FROM THE DIARY OF AN OFFICER IN THE GUARDS**

Cowwell, 296p. written by an Ensign in an unidentified Guards regiment, serving with Wellington in the Peninsula. Elaborate and detailed descriptions from the writer’s ‘Sketches of Campaign Life’ cover such battles theatres as Fuentes, Albuera, Ciudad Rodrigo, ending with military operations against Badajoz, prior to the eventual storming of that citadel. A lively account, with clear insight into the character and station in life of the young correspondent. MINT HBK REPRINT £32.50

**LETTERS FROM EGYPT & SPAIN BY Lt COL MORLAND**

Glover, g (ed) RB 30p. Served in the 12th then 9th Light Dragoons/ Mint pbk £5.99

**LETTERS FROM SPAIN PORTUGAL & FRANCE 1812-1814**


**LETTERS FROM THE PENINSULA 1808 - 1812**


**LETTERS OF CAPTAIN GEORGE HENRY DANSEY 89TH FOOT 1804-1814.**

Dansey, G 40pp., 6 plates incl.1 map. Dansey began his career dramatically by being involved with a mutiny at the Royal Military College, Great Marlow! He joined the Connaught Rangers, serving at Cape Province & on the ill-fated expedition to South America. He sailed to the Peninsula in 1809 & was wounded & mentioned in dispatches at the Battle of Busaco. He returned to the Peninsula to fight at Vitoria. Orthes & Tarbes £7.50

**LETTERS OF COLONEL SIR AUGUSTUS SIMON FRAZER, COMMANDING ROYAL HORSE ARTILLERY DURING THE PENINSULA 1810-1811**

Frazer A A reprint. pbk £21.50

**LIGHT DRAGOON**

Farmer G, Glegg G. 2 vols., 310 & 128pp. . 11th Light Dragoons in the Peninsula & Waterloo. Hbk £60.00

**LIGHT INFANTRYMAN WITH WELLINGTON. THE LETTERS OF CAPTAIN GEORGE ULRICH BARLOW 52ND AND 69TH FOOT 1808-1814**

George Ulrich Barlow & Glover (ed) Mint pbk 320p. Illus. The best single study of the campaign £129.50

**MADDEN , GENERAL SERVICES OF INC... OPERATIONS OF THE 5th SPANISH ARMY**

Madden Gen G A 120p. Peninsula memoirs. Commanded a Portuguese cavalry Brigade £17.50

**MARCHES, MOVEMENTS & OPERATIONS OF THE 4TH DIVISION.. SPAIN & PORTUGAL 1810,1811,1812**

Broke, C 44p pbk £9.99

**MAYOR’S GERMAN DIVISION IN SPAIN 1) NASSAU, BADEN, FRANKFURT DUTCH & HESSEN-DARMSTADT TROOPS, THE**

Digby SMITH Mini hardback. 290p. V well illus in colour. Flags, Uniforms etc £40.00

**NEAPOLITAN GERMAN DIVISION IN SPAIN 2): THE GERMANS IN CATALONIA 1808-1813**

Digby SMITH 18 colour plates, over 50 b/w illustrations of uniforms, flags etc., 7 maps, 12 orders of battle, 6 table £40.00
NARRATIVE OF THE PRINCIPAL EVENTS OF CAMPAIGNS 1809-11, IN SPAIN & PORTUGAL
Capt. Stothert 260p. Author served in the third Foot guards. £9.99

NARRATIVE OF THE SIEGE OF ZARAGOZA
Vaughan, C. mint facsimile 1809 ed A very rare contemporary account of one of the most desperate sieges in the Peninsula War, heroically defended by the Spanish General Palafox. £20.00

OFFICER OF WELLINGTON'S SHARPSHOOTERS DURING THE PENINSULAR. France, Waterloo
Leach, Capt. J. mint pbk reprint of this scarce memoir £4.50

OFFICERS & GENTLEMEN; Two accounts of British officers during the Peninsula War
Hawker, P. Graham, W. mint pbk reprint Two accounts of contrasting perspectives of the British army in the field. The first from a captain of HM 14th lightDragoons, and the second from an officer in the Commissariat. £10.99

ONCE UPON A TIME IN THE WEST INDIES
Pete Berres. Pirate skirmishes. YOU WILL NEED ONCE UPON A TIME IN THE WEST COUNTRY to play. reprint £5.99

OSPREY ESSENTIAL HISTORY SERIES NAPOLEONIC WARS Peninsula War 1807 – 1814.
100p. well ill. Each £10.99

PENINSULAR ARMIES 1808-1814
Sapherson A. Partizan Press 60p. ill. armies uniforms etc. Although few illustrations it is an ideal painters guide as it lists all the regiments from all countries involving the campaign. And gives uniform colours and facing details. Essential wargamers guide. £11.00

PENINSULAR DIARY OF CAPTAIN JOHN F. EWART, 52ND LIGHT INFANTRY, 1811-12
- 130p illus. £22.50

PENINSULAR EYEWITNESSES: The experience of war in Spain & Portugal 1808-1813
Esdaille, C. 300p. ill. HBK. Superb read, as ever £22.50

PENINSULAR PREPARATION: The Reform of the British army 1795 - 1809
Glover, R. 310p. PBK reprint £23.50

PENINSULAR WAR
C. Esdaile This superb book now in Pb (& with better maps!) £9.99

PENINSULAR WAR
Parkinson, 200p. WELL ILL. REPRINT OF GOOD INTRODUCTORY ACCOUNT £5.99

PARKINSON’S PENINSULAR WAR - Wellington’s Battelfields Revisited
Fletcher, Ian Mint 120p. full colour photos Special offer 2 only £9.50

PENINSULAR WAR JOURNAL OF SERGEANT SAMUEL HULJASON: Of the 43rd (Monmouthshire) Regiment of Foot 1796-1812
- 112p. bbk. Harrison joined the 43rd Foot as a Sergeant. We know that he proceeded with the regiment to the Peninsula and that he fought at the battles of Vimiero, Corunna, Ciudad Rodrigo, Badajoz, Salamanca, Pyrenees, and San Sebastian. He eventually received a General Service Medal in 1848.

PENINSULAR WAR: THE MEMOIRS OF PROCTER, COMMANDING 95TH INFANTRY IN THE PENINSULAR WAR 1812-1814
- The first account of Edward Watson of the 9th Foot covers his service from 10 August 1808, serving at Walcheren and in the Peninsula, to 8 August 1811, when he resigned his commission. 84p £7.50

PENINSULAR WARS: A BATTLEFIELD GUIDE
Rawson, A 340p. v well ill. bRief description of action plus maps and field guide. Mint bbk £22.50

PENINSULAR WAR: A BATTLEFIELD GUIDE
Rawson SPECIAL OFFER FEW ONLY MINT HBK v well ill £12.50

PERSONAL ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG OFFICER DURING WALCHEREN &AMP: THE PENINSULAR WAR: The Memoirs of Ensign Westerton 1808-1813
- This rare memoir of Ensign Westerton, who served in the 9th Foot Covers his service from 10 August 1808, serving at Walcheren and in the Peninsula, to 8 August 1811, when he resigned his commission. 84p £7.50

PERSONAL NARRATIVE OF ADVENTURES IN THE PENINSULAR WAR DURING 1812-13
Buckham 340p. Ltd edn reprint. Author was a Cavalry officer £35.00

PERSPECTIVE JOURNAL OF A JUDGE ADVOCATE LARPPERT DURING THE PENINSULAR WAR. 600P. - WAS WITH WELLINGTONS HQ BUT SAW SOME CLOSE ACTION. GOOD CAMPAIGN DETAIL £27.50

RECOLLECTIONS IN PORTUGAL &AMP: SPAIN DURING 1811 &AMP: 1812
Hall, F. RB 54p. pbk reprint. 14th LightDragoons in the 14th LightDragoons £7.50

RECOLLECTIONS OF A PENINSULAR VETERAN
Anderson Lti Col 30p inc col officer uniform details. Pb £7.25

RECOLLECTIONS OF AN OLD 52nd man
Cpt Dobbs. Sweden, Walachern Peninsula (commanded Portugese cacadores) £17.99

RECOLLECTIONS OF THE EVENTFUL LIFE OF AN SOLDIER
Donaldson. 350p 1808-1814 Peninsula. Veteran of Pictons FIGHTING 3rd £24.50

RECOLLECTIONS OF THE EVENTS IN PORTUGAL &amp; SPAIN DURING 1811 &amp; 1812
Donerson. 350p 1808-1814 Peninsula. Veteran of Pictons FIGHTING 3rd £24.50

RECOLLECTIONS OF THE PENINSULA
Sherer. 240p. - Was officer in the 34th (Cumberlamb) Foot. £19.50

REMINISCENCES 1808-1815 UNDER WELLINGTON
Hay~ Facsimile. 1901 edn., 312pp. Celebrated English light cavalry general, in Flanders & Holland, the Peninsula War, heroically defended by the Spanish General Palafox. £20.00

RETROSPECT OF A MILITARY LIFE
Anton- 395p. Sergeant of the 42nd in the Peninsular war and the Waterloo campaign. £20.00

RICHARD HUSSEY VIVIAN: FIRST BARON VIVIAN - A MEMOIR
Vivian, C. Facs. 1897 edn., 342p. Celebrated English light cavalry general, in Flanders & Holland, the Peninsula 1808-1809 & 1813-1814, and at Waterloo Hbk. £35.00

RIFLE GREEN IN THE PENINSULA 1
Caldwell, G & Cooper. 290p. ill inc. bbk. Long awaited next volume in series. The 95th Foot . The Campaign, Sleges & Battles £34.50

RIFLE GREEN IN THE PENINSULA 2) 95th Rifles in the Peninsular campaign
Caldwell & Cooper 280p. ill inc mint bbk. Long awaited next volume in series. The 95th Foot . The Campaign, Sleges & Battles £34.50

ROUGH SKETCHES OF THE LIFE IF AN OLD SOLDIER
mint hardback reprint by LEACH £68.50

ROYAL GREEN JACKETS
Osprey MAA No 52 Wilkinson-Lathom. out of print VGC pbk FIRST EDITION 1ST PRINTING £8.00

ROYAL GREEN JACKETS
Osprey MAA No 52 Wilkinson-Lathom. out of print VGC pbk REPRINTED EDITION £8.50
RULES AND Articles for the Better Government of Our Horse and Foot-Guards, and All Other Our Land-Forces in Our Kingdoms of Great Britain and Ireland
- scarce 1807 edition 82p. high quality facsimile on laid paper bound in contemporary style marble paper. ONE ONLY £35.00

SALAMANCA 1812
Muir, 322p. ill 320p. ill. Very detailed account and reconstruction £29.50

SALAMANCA 1812 WELLINGTON CRUSHES MARMONT
Osprey Campaign 48 Paperback Version £14.00

SERVICES OF THE ROYAL REGIMENT OF ARTILLERY IN THE PENINSULAR WAR
RB 108p. pbk reprint. 1809 only Royal artillery peninsula war £12.50

SEVEN YEARS CAMPAIGNING IN THE PENINSULA & THE NETHERLANDS 1808-1815 vol 1)

SEVEN YEARS CAMPAIGNING IN THE PENINSULA & THE NETHERLANDS 1808-1815 vol 2)

SEVEN YEARS CAMPAIGNING IN THE PENINSULA AND THE NETHERLANDS 1808-1815
Henegan, R 2 volume reprint. 400p. Includes Waterloo. In August 1808 Sir Richard D. Henegan landed in Portugal as part of the British army sent to stop the French invasion of the Iberian Peninsula and put an end to Napoleon's Imperial ambitions. As a Military Ordnance Commissary in the Field Train, whose job it was to transport and maintain the artillery and ammunition, Henegan offers an insight into the war from an unusual viewpoint. A vivid and particularly human account of life in the army, describing not only the dangers of fighting the enemy, but also the highs and lows of everyday existence for the soldier in Wellington's army. From initial setbacks and the threat of destruction at the hands of unhappy peasants to the triumph of the famous victory at the Battle of Waterloo. £19.50

SOLDATS NAPOLEONIENS 18 SPAIN 1808
80p large format full fcol ill FRENCH TEXT Dossier plus articles on Napoleonic uniforms, various units and countries. £18.99

SOLDATS NAPOLEONIENS 20) SPAIN 1808 2nd part
- plus other articles £18.99

SOLDIER OF THE SEVENTY FIRST (71ST) : The Journal of a Soldier of the Highland Infantry 1806-1815
Hibbert. WINDRUSH PRESS 120p Covers the whole of the Peninsula war £9.99

SOULT Versus WELLINGTON - The defensive campaign in France July 1813 - April 1814
- 135p. maps. Large format reprint of US Staff college command thesis. Study of Wellington's: £15.00

SPANISH IN NAPOLEON'S ARMY
Valls, R de LLanza Y De 160p. SPANISH TEXT. v well ill inc colour. Diary of a Captain in a Spanish infantry regiment. Denmark edepidition and the Russian Campaign £19.50

SPANISH ARMY IN THE PENINSULAR WAR - Expanded 2nd edition

SPANISH ARMY IN THE PENINSULAR WAR : SUPPLEMENT TO THE FIRST EDITION
Esdaile, Charles Having produced an extra 90+ pages for new Partizan Edition, a few of you with the original edition have been asking for just the updates. So here they are in paperback £14.99

SPANISH CAMPAIGN OF SIR JOHN MOORE
Anderson. 60p. Colour map £9.95

SPANISH CAVALRY OF THE EARLY PENINSULAR WAR: UNIFORMS, ORGANISATION AND EQUIPMENT OF THE LINE CAVALRY
Cronin & Summerfield 212pp., illustrated throughout in colour. After the great success of Gerard & Stephen's study of the Spanish Infantry we are delighted to announce the companion volume for the Spanish Cavalry. It includes over 300 colour drawings including 150 from contemporary sources, 27 flags are depicted plus 23 orders of battle. £35.00

SPANISH GUERRILLAS IN THE PENINSULAR WAR 1808-1814
Chartrand R Elite 108 OUT OF PRINT £17.50

Spanish Guerrillas in the Peninsula War 1808-14
Osprey elite 108.R Chartrand. Very good condition, Slight fading to spine, £8.25

SPANISH INFANTRY OF THE EARLY PENINSULAR WAR (1) UNIFORMS ORGANISATION & EQUIPMENT OF THE LINE & MILITIA
Summerfield & Cronin 250p. v well ill in colour. OUT NOW £35.00

SPANISH NAPOLEONIC UNIFORMS: PAINTING GUIDE
LF 50p. Col ill - schematic colour diagrams of uniforms £15.00

STORY OF THE PENINSULAR WAR
Marquis of Londonderry. 320p. ill. £17.95

SUDBALTERN
Greig. Diaries during the Peninsula War. 208pp £19.99

SUDBALTERN OFFICER: A Narrative
Wood. 240p. The author, a subaltern of the 82nd Regiment, gives a vivid description of daily garrison life, the exciting passage from place to place, and at the sites of such famous campaigns and sieges as Ciudad Rodrigo, St. Sebastian, Vittoria and as a reserve brigade in the battle of Nivelle. This edition is limited to 300 copies only MINT HBK £39.50

SUDBALTERN: A Chronicle of the Peninsula war
Gleig. 60p. Colour map £9.95

TACTICS & THE EXPERIENCE OF BATTLE IN THE AGE OF NAPOLEON
Muir. Memoirs & diaries to discuss battle (hbk £25) OUT NOW- MAINLY BRITISH PENINSULAR EXPERIENCES. Very useful £12.50

TALAVERA: Wellington's early Peninsula Victories 1808-1809
Edwards, P 216p well il bk £14.99

TWO CAVALRY ACTIONS OF THE PENINSULAR WAR
Wood, Sir E. 40p. Somosierra, 1808 & Garcia Hernandez 1812 £6.50

TWO PENINSULAR WAR JOURNALS : JOURNAL OF The CAMPAIGN IN PORTUGAL 1809 - 1812 & REMINISCENCES OF A CAMPAIGN IN THE PYRENEES AND SOUTH FRANCE
Wood, Sir E 40p. Somo-Sierra, 1808 & Garcia Hernandez 1812 £6.50

TWO PENINSULAR WAR CAMPAIGNING IN SPAIN 1808
Anderson. 60p. Colour map £9.95

UNDER ENGLANDS FLAG
Maj Mackinnon (1809-1812) : J Malcom, 42 foot .(1814) Ltd 150 edn. mimt hbk £75.00

UNDER ENGLANDS FLAG
Maj Mackinnon (1809-1812) : J Malcom, 42 foot .(1814) Ltd 150 edn. mimt hbk £75.00

UNDER ENGLANDS FLAG
Maj Mackinnon (1809-1812) : J Malcom, 42 foot .(1814) Ltd 150 edn. mimt hbk £75.00

VICTORIES of the British Armies: With Anecdotes Illustrative of Modern Warfare
Maxwell 1 only. 500p. Excellent condition hardback published in 1847. Wellington in India through to Waterloo- thus Largely Peninsular, and some 1830's Indian actions. Very Scarce £125.00

VIMEIRO 1808
Osprey Campaign 90 out of print. Near mint paperback £20.00
for the British Army. It began service in Egypt (1801) then in the Mediterranean where it particularly at Maida (1806).

WINNING THE PENINSULAR WAR: THE MANUSCRIPT NOTEBOOK AND MAPS OF MAJOR ARCHIBALD F.BECKE, FROM SALAMANCA TO TOULOUSE

Becke & Summerfield 114pp. Large format Mint hardback 34 colour maps. This is a gem of a unique study. It is a transcript from a beautiful notebook which the distinguished historian Archibald F. Becke created in 1907. Becke notes deal largely with the strategy of the period involved, fascinatingly from the point-of-view of an early 19th Century historian who particularly understood horse transported warfare, only a 100 years away from the time he wrote. But the real gem are his exquisitely drawn colour maps which are faithfully reproduced as well as a few other maps either from another source or which were included in the notebook. This book goes well with our bestselling WATERLOO LOGISTICS. £25.00

WINNING THE PENINSULAR WAR: THE MANUSCRIPT NOTEBOOK AND MAPS OF MAJOR ARCHIBALD F.BECKE, FROM SALAMANCA TO TOULOUSE

£29.50

WITH Moore to Corunna: The Diary of Ensign Charles Paget, Fifty-Second Foot

Paget & Esaile 186p. Hardback Previously unpublished diary extensively annotated by Charles Esaile £16.50

WITH THE 32nd in the Peninsular and Other Campaigns

Ross -Lewin pbk reprint £17.99

WITH THE 43rd IN THE PENINSULA

Brumwell Lt J 30p. col ill Wounded at Corunna & Cuidad Rodrigo. pbk £7.25

WITH WELLINGTON'S LIGHT CAVALRY: The experiences of an officer of the 16th Light Dragoons

Tomkinson 330p. MINT PBK. In the first chapter Tomkinson and his 16th Light Dragoons rashly charge into the rearguard of the French Army and he is shot and bayonetted. But in 1810 Tomkinson is once again in Spain fighting the French. This book is a fine example of a personal account filled with personal and unit detail combined with a clear and informative narrative of the campaigns in which the writer was engaged. A substantial read by any standards, the final 55 pages are devoted to Tomkinson's first hand experience of the 1815 campaign culminating in Napoleon's downfall at Waterloo. £9.99

WITH WELLINGTON'S OUTPOSTS : Peninsular and Waterloo letters of John Vandeleur

Bamford mint hbk. Light infantryman then Light cavalryman, a unique insight to Napoleonic warfare £17.50

YOUNG GENTLEMAN AT WAR: THE LETTERS OF CAPTAIN THE HONOURABLE ORLANDO BRIDGEMAN 1ST FOOT GUARDS IN THE PENINSULA AND AT WATERLOO

Bridgeman, O 204p. 9 col plates. mint pbk reprint. Bridgeman’s vivid letters begin on service arriving with his regiment into the siege at Cadiz. His first real action was at the siege of San Sebastian (where he was one of 5 volunteers to show the 5th Division how to assault & was wounded). At Waterloo he served actively as an Aide to Sir Rowland Hill & was again wounded. £20.00